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		For Kids Aged 10+ (And Their Parents)

	
		Python is a powerful, expressive programming language that's easy to learn and fun to use! But books about learning to program in Python can be kind of dull, gray, and boring, and that's no fun for anyone.

	
		Python for Kids brings Python to life and brings you (and your parents) into the world of programming. The ever-patient Jason R. Briggs will guide you through the basics as you experiment with unique (and often hilarious) example programs that feature ravenous monsters, secret agents, thieving ravens, and more. New terms are defined; code is colored, dissected, and explained; and quirky, full-color illustrations keep things on the lighter side.

	
		Chapters end with programming puzzles designed to stretch your brain and strengthen your understanding. By the end of the book you'll have programmed two complete games: a clone of the famous Pong and "Mr. Stick Man Races for the Exit"—a platform game with jumps, animation, and much more.

	
		As you strike out on your programming adventure, you'll learn how to:

		
			Use fundamental data structures like lists, tuples, and maps
	
			Organize and reuse your code with functions and modules
	
			Use control structures like loops and conditional statements
	
			Draw shapes and patterns with Python's turtle module
	
			Create games, animations, and other graphical wonders with tkinter


	
		Why should serious adults have all the fun? Python for Kids is your ticket into the amazing world of computer programming.
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Low Temperature Electronics: Physics, Devices, Circuits, and ApplicationsAcademic Press, 2001

	Low-temperature electronics has already been studied for more than five decades . Originally the main interest was in fundamental material properties at cryogenic temperatures . Although the real benefits of operating semiconductor devices were clearly demonstrated in the 1970s, a peak in activity occurred a decade later when the cryocompute...
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Web Design Before & After MakeoversJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
Spice up your site and increase traffic!
    

    Ho-hum Web sites don't stop a lot of visitors. With the step-by-step solutions in this book, however, you can make yours create a traffic jam. Add dynamic content to your home page. Make page elements—tables, borders, scrollbars—fit your overall theme....
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The Complete Idiot's Guide to Amazing SexAlpha, 1999
You're no idiot, of course!  You know there's more to sex than the missionary position, that oral sex doesn't mean talking about sex, and that safe sex doesn't mean doing it in a bank vault. But when it comes to having a truly amazing sexual encounter, you feel like there's just no sizzle in your sex life.  You can make things hot!  The Complete...
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BGPO'Reilly, 2002

	
		This is a book about connecting to the Internet as reliably as possible. This means
		eliminating all single points of failure,including having just one Internet service provider
		(ISP). By multihoming to two or more ISPs,you can remain connected when
		either ISP (or your connection to them) experiences problems. However,there...
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JavaSpaces in PracticePearson Education, 2002

	This book shows developers how to use JavaSpaces to build practical, scalable, distributed systems. *The authors are pioneers in the use of JavaSpaces to build real systems that solve real problems. *It will increase the understanding of where JavaSpaces are applicable, and how to use them effectively within your system architecture. *Well...
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Software Architect's Handbook: Become a successful software architect by implementing effective architecture conceptsPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		A comprehensive guide to exploring software architecture concepts and implementing best practices

	
		Key Features

		
			Enhance your skills to grow your career as a software architect
	
			Design efficient software architectures using patterns and best practices
	
			Learn...
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